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First attempt to flash. Gave up. Was able to flash a 3107 bios that prevented access to recovery mode and once this was complete, it was no longer blocked from recovery mode. Updating Cisco_wap.sh worked without problems. I tried following Alex's suggestion; however, when I type in
ftp 192.168.1.1 in nvram. It still comes up with the following error: 220 FTPCPE:\"cisco_cfe_root_1.0.4.0.ap192.168.1.1 is not in the list of authorized servers. Sorry, I don't know what to say. \" Once again I'm stuck not sure what to do next. Im pretty sure when you install the Cert. Issue

from the RT-AC68U itself it should also give you a link or something to download your new Cert from Cisco. That way you make sure you really have the correct Cert on the PC. On another thing you could have a look at the SmartDNS in the RT-AC68U and make sure you have the correct
ip's registered there for your working laptop IP. Hello, There is a possible solution! Resetting the NVRAM wipes the admin password from the router. You have to use your router's buttons to do this. So, you will have to hold down the power button, then the reset button, then release the

two buttons again. Then, while still holding the reset button, you will have to press the power button again. At this point, you will be prompted to enter a password to save the configuration. Make sure you use the same password as you used when you set the admin password. This
should work. Of course, you have to be careful with this approach. Doing this could wipe the router and you could lose your internet connection in the process. Good luck! Reply if it helped you. Regards, Joseph
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